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Decrease in infrastructure
investment

Due to the economic downturn, low oil prices, and a
decrease in government expenditure, the amount of
infrastructure investment in 2015 was 15% less than
was planned for this period. Some of the key factors
in the slowing rate of infrastructure investment are:
the budget deficit, high inflation, high debt interest
rates, and the depreciation of the Russian rouble. In
2016-2020 it is planned for more than USD185 billion
to be invested into infrastructure development.
China remains a major investor in the Russian
economy. The amount of direct investment from
China to the real sector for the period 2011-2014 was
USD21 billion. A major prospective project
envisioned by China is the Silk Road Economic Belt,
which proposes active cooperation towards growth
and integration between neighbouring countries,
including through Chinese financial resources under
the auspices of the Asian Infrastructure Investment
Bank (AIIB), in which Russia is participating as a
founding member.
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New drivers
of economic growth

Taking into account the economic downturn, there
has been emerging clarity surrounding the
government’s thinking about the next driver of
growth. Basically the government is aiming to create
more competitive conditions in the economy to
encourage both Russian and international companies
to build a manufacturing base in the country, so as to
permanently reduce the volume of imports and build
up exports outside extractive industries. In addition,
the next wave of growth will also have to include
greater investment in infrastructure, including roads,
rail, ports, telecoms, housing, and related services.
Growth is also expected from sectors which have
been identified as priorities for the government and/or
which will benefit from the weaker rouble policy and

the legacy of sanctions: tourism and hospitality,
healthcare, transport, logistics, and warehousing.
In 2014-2015 the Russian Government adopted
important amendments to the Law on the Securities
Market, the Law on Concessions, the Civil Code, and
the Law on Joint-Stock Companies, which expand
opportunities for funding infrastructure projects,
incentivise the attraction of private investment, lower
risks for investors, and promote the development
of project financing.
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Infrastructure in Russia

Market opportunities:
Roads
Sector overview

The Russian road infrastructure comprises over
50,800 km of federal intercity motorways. Road
infrastructure development is primarily driven by
two Russian state companies: the Federal Road
Agency (Rosavtodor) and the State Company
Russian Highways (Avtodor). Rosavtodor is a
federal executive authority that provides public
services and administrates state vehicles and
roads. Rosavtodor is mainly responsible for
regulations related to toll-free highways. Avtodor is
responsible for developing the national high-speed
highway network, renovating existing roads, and
developing the highway infrastructure through
public-private partnership mechanisms. Avtodor is
responsible for the operation of toll highways.

In recent years Chinese investors have expressed an
interest in investing in Russian transport
infrastructure projects. In particular, a number have
shown an interest in a project to build a bridge over
the Lena (delayed) and the construction of road
sections from the Russian part of Western Europe to
the West China transport corridor, including Silk
Road Fund Co Ltd. (funded by the Export-Import
Bank of China, China Development Bank, and China
Investment Corporation), ICBC, and China
Communication Construction Corporation.

According to the Federal Target Programme
“Development of the Russian Transport System,
2010-2020”, the total amount of investment in road
infrastructure development in 2010-2020 is
USD67.7 billion As a result, the total length of
federal roads will rise by 1,600 km, and reach
51,730 km by the end of 2020.
Due to the budget deficit and economic uncertainty,
priority in financing was given to the number of
essential infrastructure projects for conducting the
2018 World Football Championship: the M11
Moscow to St Petersburg highway, the Central Ring
Road, the M1 Belarus highway, and the Moscow to
Kazan highway.
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Infrastructure in Russia

Market opportunities:
Roads
Key investment opportunities
Project name

Approximate
total value

Size

Status

Planning stage; all road sections are part
of the West Europe – West China transport
corridor, which is scheduled to be
completed in 2023

Moscow – Kazakhstan border
Moscow – Kazakhstan border:

USD12.7 billion

1,551
km

Moscow to Kazan

USD7.1 billion

800 km

Shali to Bavly

USD2.2 billion

297 km

Bavly to Kumertau

USD1.9 billion

282 km

Kumertau to Sagarchin

USD1.5 billion

172 km

USD806.5 million

82 km

Planning stage

USD1.03 billion

69 km

Planning stage; construction of Balashikha
and Noginsk bypass (M7 Volga)

USD800 million

3.2 km

Planning stage; the results of the original
tender were cancelled in 2014 due to a
lack of state funding; construction is
scheduled to finish in 2022

USD75.8 million

14 km

Tender stage; construction is scheduled to
finish in 2019

USD1.13 billion

90 km

Tender stage

USD2.53 billion

202 km

Tender stage; bid submission completed

The road will be split into sectors, which
will be tendered as PPPs/concessions

М4 Don highway
toll highway, 633-715 km
M7 Volga highway
Balashikha and Noginsk
bypass
Bridge across the Lena River

Bridge across the Chusovaya River in Perm Krai
(incl. related infrastructure)
М11 Moscow to St. Petersburg
toll highway, 58-149 km
Central Ring Road
CKAD, Moscow region,
sections 3 and 4
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Infrastructure in Russia

Market opportunities:
Railroads
Sector overview

Russian railways form the third-largest railway
system in the world by length (about 85,300 km).
The Russian railway industry can be characterised
as being a natural monopoly, where the major
industry player is the Russian state company JSC
Russian Railways, which owns all rail transport
infrastructure. In addition, Russian Railways is the
largest freight and public transport service company
in Russia.
Rail has played a key role in the development of the
Russian economy. Rail cargo turnover in 2015
amounted to 2,301 billion tkm (45.3% of total cargo
turnover in Russia in 2015) and passenger turnover
amounted to 128.8 billion pkm (23.2% of total
passengers turnover). In 2014 the volume of rail
cargo traffic was 1.2 billion t (or 16.3% of total cargo
traffic) and railway passenger traffic was 1.1 billion
people (or 5.5% of the total).
Major development trends and rail investment
projects are specified in the “Development strategy
for rail transport in Russia until 2030”. The document
contains the key concepts and mechanisms for
developing rail transport, including innovative
projects and the reform/reconstruction of current
railroad network.

Primary investment opportunities for investors
in the rail sector include:
— The Moscow to Kazan high-speed railway: the
project envisages the construction of a new highspeed 770 km railway by 2021. Total investment
is equal to USD17.3 billion, part of which (USD4.8
billion) is expected to be financed by Chinese
investors (Silk Road Fund, China Development
Bank, and China Railways). Construction design
works will be carried out by a consortium of
Russian and Chinese companies headed by
Mosgiprotrans, Nizhegorodmetroproekt, and
China Railway Eryuan Engineering Group (a
tender was held in 2015)
— The construction of special railway lines to major
mineral deposits / sea ports (e.g. in the Far East
and Siberia)
— Urban transport rail infrastructure: many Russian
cities (incl. Moscow and Moscow Region, St
Petersburg, Samara, Yaroslavl, and Novosibirsk)
are currently considering an opportunity to
construct light rail transit (LRT) systems. A
number of foreign investors have expressed an
interest in participating in LRT construction in St
Petersburg, including Acciona Ingenieria, INC
S.p.A, Siemens, China Railway No.3 Engineering
Group Co. Ltd., China Railway Construction
Corporation Ltd. (CRCC), China State
Construction Engineering Corporation (CSCEC),
and China Civil Engineering Construction Group
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Infrastructure in Russia

Market opportunities:
Railroads
Key investment opportunities
Project name

Approximate
total value

Size

Status

USD17.3 billion

770 km

Planning stage; construction is scheduled
to begin in the beginning of 2017 and finish
in 2021

USD3.5 billion

245 km

Planning stage; a tender is expected to be
held for the first section (out of four),
Podolsk to Ramenskoe (74 km), in 2016

LRT Kupchino to Pulkovo

USD237.1 million

11 km

LRT Uzhnaya station to
Kolpino

USD248.4 million

23 km

LRT Kirovskiy zavod to
Baltiyskaya Zhemchuzhina

USD150.0 million

13 km

Planning stage; the Administration of St
Petersburg has developed a multistage
construction project for the LRT system.
The LRT will have 13 lines and connect
suburbs with the city. The first three (of 13)
lines are presented in this table

USD2.5 billion

410 km

Delayed; the railway is one of the major
projects in the Siberian Federal District
and will provide an opportunity to extract
natural resources in the region (incl.
Elegest coal deposits). In the long term the
railway could be extended to Mongolia and
China

1,161
km

Planning stage; in September 2015 a joint
project agreement was signed between
Management Company Belkomur (Russia)
and Poly Technologies, Inc. (China), which
will be the general contractor for the
project and will take part in financing,
design and construction

Moscow-Kazan high-speed railway

LRT in the Moscow Region

LRT in St Petersburg:

Kyzyl to Kuragino railway

Belkomur railway (White Sea - Komi - Ural)
USD4.0 billion
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Infrastructure in Russia

Market opportunities:
Ports
Sector overview

Due to its unique geographical location, Russia is
bounded by 12 seas, three oceans and one inland
sea. According to the Russian Register of Seaports,
there are a total of 67 sea ports in five sea basins.
Major development trends stated in the
“Development strategy for sea port infrastructure in
Russia until 2030” are:

Cargo turnover structure, 2015
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— The accelerated development of key port
terminals (containers and coal)

Coal
18%
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— Developing port-hubs in major sea basins
— Developing approach railways and motorways
to the sea ports

Source:

Information portal Portnews.ru

Despite the economic downturn and rouble
depreciation the total amount of cargo turnover in
Russian sea ports in 2015 rose by 5.7%, amounting
to 677 million t. According to analysts’ forecast, in
the period 2015-2017 the amount of cargo turnover
will grow by 2.8% per year (on average), and
amount to 715 million t by 2017.
One of the major drivers of growth has been the
substantial depreciation of the rouble, which led to
an increase in the competitiveness of Russian
exporters (according to data from the Association
of Commercial Sea Ports (ASOP), exports
amounted to 79% of total cargo turnover in 2015)
and a reduced tax burden for oil producers (incl.
exploration and refinery), due to tax reforms
implemented by the Russian Government in 2015.
The cargo turnover structure includes such key
goods as: crude oil (30%), oil products (22%),
coal (18%), and containers (6%).
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Infrastructure in Russia

Market opportunities:
Ports
Key investment opportunities
Project name

Approximate
total value

Size

Status

USD968 million

1.9 million TEU
and 260,000
units of rolling
cargos

The total amount of investment in
constructing the new port Bronka in St
Petersburg is USD968 million, incl.
USD694 million of private investment. The
first two stages were finished in 2015

Construction of new
port Taman

USD3.7 billion

90 million t per
year

First construction stages began in 2010.
the total amount of investment is USD3.7
billion, incl. USD1.8 billion of private
investment. Construction is planned to be
completed in 2025. A number of private
investors (Gazprom, EuroChem, UCLH,
Global ports, SUEK, and others) have
expressed an interest in participating

Construction of a new
port for the transfer of
oil-products in
Gelendzhik (for the
Afipsky refinery plant)

USD1.0 billion

11 million t per
year

The new port will be built in Tsemes Bay in
2018, 100 km from the Afipsky refinery
plant for transfer of oil products: chiefly
diesel fuel and petrol

Baltic Basin:
Construction of new
port Bronka

Azov-Black Sea Basin:
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Infrastructure in Russia

Market opportunities:
Ports
Key investment opportunities (continued)
Project name

Approximate
total value

Size

Status

Far East Basin:
Construction of a coal
terminal in Vostochny
Port

USD584 million

20 million t per
year

Planning stage; the major developer of the
project is Summa Group. The amount of
private investment is USD210 million.
Construction is planned to be completed in
2018

Development of the
transhipment terminal
in Vostochny Port in
Kozmino Bay (second
phase of development)

N/A

15 million t per
year

The major developer of the project is JSC
Transneft. The project is part of the ESPO
pipeline total length of about 4,740 km.
The project will increase the port’s total
cargo turnover by 15 million t and reach 30
million t per year

Construction of a coal
terminal in Vanino Port

USD374 million

12 million t per
year

The project’s major developer is
Sakhatrans (Volga Group). The first
construction stage (2019) involves cargo
turnover of 12 million t per year and the
second stage 24 million t per year

Construction of
Bolshoe Zarubino Port

USD3.0 billion

60 million t per
year

The major investor of the project (Summa
Group) will invest USD1.5 billion and is
planning to raise another USD1.5 billion in
private investment. A number of investors
from Asia-Pacific Region have shown an
interest in participating. The project also
comprises the construction of approach
motorways and railways

Construction of Vera
Port

USD1.0 billion

20 million t per
year

Construction is planned to be completed in
2019. The project is part of the joint
development of the Ogodzhinskoe coal
deposit by Rostech and, potentially, a large
Chinese energy company
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Infrastructure in Russia

Market opportunities:
Airports
Sector overview

According to the Federal Air Transport Agency, the
number of airports in Russia over the past 25 years
has shrunk from 1,302 to 220 (only 160 of which
actually operate), which is significantly fewer than in
other countries (even smaller-sized ones). For
example, according to Vedomosti newspaper,
Canada operates 752 airports, Brazil 718, and
Indonesia 683. At the same time, the total amount of
passenger traffic in Russian airports rose by 69%
over the past six years (2010-2015), and reached
159 million (9.2% CAGR).
The majority of the largest Russian airports are
consolidated by holding structures (Novaport, Basic
Element, Renova Group). The largest Russian
airports in terms of passenger traffic are:
Sheremetyevo (32 million), Domodedovo (31
million), Vnukovo (16 million), Pulkovo (14 million),
Simferopol (5 million), Koltsovo (4 million), and Adler
(4 million). The first three airports make up the
Moscow Air Cluster, one of the largest aviation hubs
in Europe, which along with Pulkovo airport (St
Petersburg) account for 60% of total passenger
traffic in Russia.
The state authorities supervise and control the
activities of airports at various levels: Federal
Customs Service (FCS) exercises customs controls,
and the Federal Tariff Service (FTS) sets tariffs for
aviation services, such as taking-off and landing,
passenger handling, aviation security, and terminal
usage. Under Russian law, runways and other
infrastructure are considered to be government
property owned by Rosimuschestvo, the Russian
State Property Agency, and are usually rented by
airports.

A number of foreign investors in recent years have
expressed an interest in developing Russian airport
infrastructure: Sojitz Corporation is planning to invest
in the construction of a new terminal in Khabarovsk
Novy airport, and the international consortium
Cantya Investment Limited (CIL), headed by Basic
Element, RDIF (incl. financing from the UAE,
Bahrein, Kuwait, and Qatar investment funds) and
Changi Airports International, is planning to acquire
Vladivostok International Airport. In addition, Fraport
Group, a German transport company, participates in
a concession agreement to develop and renovate
Pulkovo Airport in St Petersburg.
Key Russian civil aviation industry trends are as
follows:
— The deregulation of tariffs in the Moscow Air
Cluster
— The consolidation and privatisation of Russian
federal and regional airports
— The use of concession agreements by the
government for the construction/renovation of
runways
— Requirements to renovate airport infrastructure
(especially in regional airports) and discussions
over mechanisms to attract private investors and
guarantee a return on investment. As a result,
many projects are carried out by strategic
investors through quasi-PPP mechanisms
— Non-aeronautical services, such as leasing out
areas for stores, providing hotel services, VIP
lounges, advertising etc. are poorly developed in
most regional Russian airports
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Infrastructure in Russia

Market opportunities:
Airports
Key investment opportunities (continued)
Project name
Renovation of
Chelyabinsk Airport

Approximate
total value

Size

Status

USD97 million

N/A

Planning stage; renovation is planned to
begin in 2017 and finish in 2019 as part of
preparations for the BRICS and SCO
summit to be held in Chelyabinsk in 2020

N/A

VTB Capital is planning to sell its 57.5%
stake in Pulkovo Airport to strategic
investors, since it is a non-core asset for
the company

57.5% stake in Pulkovo N/A
Airport

Construction of a new
Omsk-Fedorovka
airport

USD287 mln

N/A

Planning stage; Tender is planned to be
held in second half of 2016. The project is
aimed to build a new international airport in
Omsk, which will potentially replace the
existing airport, located within the city limits

Many small regional
airports

N/A

N/A

The authorities are ready to give airports to
investors for the purpose of investing in
and renovating airport infrastructure
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